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Hello and welcome to the
Spring issue of the Newsletter.
Earlier this year we carried out
some market research to ask
readers of the Newsletter for their
feedback. This was included in
an end of grant report to the
Bridge House Trust, who funded
part of the Newsletter costs.
I’m pleased to say that the
comments received were very
positive, and I thought I would
take this opportunity to respond
to some of them.
The decision to reduce the size of
the Newsletter was taken in
response to the post office’s new
Pricing in Proportion policy, which
would have resulted in us paying
an additional 10p postage per
copy for the previous A4 size, so
reducing to a the ‘small letter’
category kept the cost down.
Those readers who download the
Newsletter or have it emailed to
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Thank you for
your positive
comments!



them will be aware that the ‘soft
copy’ version is twice the size of
the paper version, so if you find
the font size difficult to read, we
will be happy to email the
Newsletter to you instead or to
provide a large print version.
One person was concerned
about the printing cost of the new
colour format, however, we are
able to do this for the same price
we were previously paying to
print in black and white.
I’ve also taken on board
comments regarding colour
backgrounds which make text
harder to read and have made
some adjustments in this issue
which will hopefully improve this.

We’re always looking for
interesting articles, and
questions for the panel of
experts so if you have
anything you would like us to
include please let me know.
Anne Barby
General Manager

Receiving your Newsletter by email saves Different Strokes the cost
of printing and postage. Email: newsletter@differentstrokes.co.uk.
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The Department of Health (DoH)
recognised the importance of
developing better stroke services by
including specific milestones,
targets and actions in the National
Service Framework (NSF) for Older
People launched in March 2001.
Following on from this, the
Government has announced an 18
month work programme to produce
a National Strategy to modernise
service provision and deliver the
newest treatments for stroke.
By 2010 the Government aims to
reduce the death rate from Stroke,
CHD and related diseases in
people under 75 by at least 40%.
There are project groups currently
looking at six areas:
♦ Prevention and Public
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

Awareness
TIAs and minor strokes
Emergency response
Hospital care
Post-hospital care
Workforce

These groups have come up with a
range of suggestions for how
services might be improved, which
were presented and discussed at
the Regional Listening Events that
were held on 6 February 2007 in
Leeds and 22 February 2007 in
Birmingham.
Representatives from the project
groups and from the DoH stroke
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team set out emerging findings from
the project groups and encouraged
debate on areas that may be
controversial or challenging.
The events were open to anyone
who has experienced a stroke and
their carers, together with the broad
range of professionals in health,
social care and the voluntary sector
that support people who have had a
stroke.
In addition, there were workshops
at each event to explain the new
guide and interactive tool (ASSET)
which supports better planning and
design of stroke services.
These resources and key
conclusions will be available from
the stroke webpage at
www.dh.gov.uk/stroke.
The DoH are especially interested
to hear from people with personal
experience of heart disease or
stroke. That may be as a patient, a
survivor or a carer. However,
professionals are also welcome to
reply. You can reply in the
following ways:
♦ Post your comments to Leonard

Levy, Department of Health, 407
Wellington House, 133-155
Waterloo Road, London SE1 8UG.
♦ Send an e-mail to

Leonard.Levy@dh.gsi.gov.uk.
♦ Phone Leonard on 020 7972

4427.

NATIONAL STROKE STRATEGY - REGIONAL LISTENING EVENTS
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although it should have done,
This is quite common to hear. It how many strokes had I nursed?
was unusual for me to hear this I was about to embark on a
journey. Depression soon
because I was only twenty-six,
followed.
I could not believe that
my whole life ahead. I was also
I’d had a stroke at a young age.
a senior staff nurse. I
I suppose it’s like the grieving
remembering asking the
rehabilitation nurse “where is my process, anger, bitterness and
finally acceptance.
emboli, thrombosis or even my
haemorrhage?”
Of course I was improving
weekly, my speech was getting
Apparently I had a respiratory
arrest and ended up in intensive clearer and my hand much
stronger. Slowly, but
care. What should
but patience
“ I had a surely,
have been a routine
was
not
one of my
evacuation of retained
stroke
but
I
strongest points, I
products of conception
I suppose
was very discovered.
I ended up with an
that I challenged the
infection
determined
system because I
Pseudomonas. This
to go back to
to get back wanted
combined with
nursing.
I was very
septicaemia and
to
normal!
”
determined. I learned
amniotic fluid
to write left-handed.
embolism to trigger
I HAVE HAD A STROKE!

disseminated intra-vascular
My rehabilitation
coagulation leading to my
After intensive care I was nursed
respiratory arrest. This followed
on a medical ward at the hospital
with capillary shutdown.
where I was still nursing. I also
I guess luck was on my side.
remember asking my consultant
This is my story. I wish I had
how long would it take for me to
kept a diary. My life had
get better. I had no idea that I
changed. I was now battling to had been at death’s door.
overcome a speech problem and
I was walking and on more than
fine control in my right hand.
one occasion my brother found
The rest was in working order.
me outside my changing room,
This did not matter to me
and I was also found walking
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outside the hospital - walking
home, I used to live near the
hospital!
My speech therapist assessed
my swallowing and I was fine to
have soft food. My hand was
slowly improving but very weak.
I could not comb my hair and tie
it up - thankfully hairbands came
into fashion. My colleague from
work tied my
shoelaces up—I was
very determined to
get back to normal!
I was finally
discharged from the
hospital and referred
to a rehabilitation
team. I was admitted
for one week and
assessed for daily
activities of life.
At home I started to
practice manual
dexterity skills from opening
cans to striking matches! My
speech was improving; my slur
had completely gone.
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home using a knife and can
opener very well.
Return to work
With a lot of support from my
family and my rehabilitation team
and occupational health team I
had an assessment at work.
Success, I was given a Staff
nurse post on medical ward.
As the years
have gone by I
have become
more confident
as well as seeing
improvements in
my speech and
my manual
dexterity. To add
to my profile I
have nursed care
of the elderly and
physically
disabled clients.
Now I am
working on a day surgery unit.
This has not been a solo
journey. I have had a lot of
support including psychologists
and counselling, and my faith. I
hope this will help anyone
embarking on this journey
especially in the nursing field.

I had fantastic support from my
family plus my brothers’ wives
and my mum. I was now
attending the rehabilitation
centre on an outpatient basis,
Manjit Bains
every day getting much stronger,
doing house work chores at
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Regular physical activity helps people feel more energetic
and less tired, according to a review of dozens of studies.
Physicians often
recommend
exercise, but
scientific evidence
on how it affects
fatigue had not
previously been
quantified,
according to
researchers at the
University of
Georgia, whose
study was published
in the Psychological
Bulletin.

5 Reasons to
exercise
Getting fit is not only
about losing weight
and looking good.
There are also a whole
host of benefits you
will start to enjoy:
♦ It will help you to
meet new people
and widen your
social circle
♦ You’ll immediately
feel a sense of

completed a
regular
exercise
program
reported
improved
fatigue
compared to groups that did not
exercise. It's a very consistent
effect," Georgia exercise
Routine physical activity reduced physiology professor Patrick
fatigue in nearly every
O'Connor stated in a news
population studied, including
release.
healthy people and patients with
"A lot of times when people are
conditions such as diabetes,
fatigued the last thing they want
heart disease or cancer.
to do is exercise. But if you're
"More than 90 percent of the
physically inactive and fatigued,
studies showed the same thing: being just a bit more active will
Sedentary people who
help."
They analysed 70 controlled,
randomised trials involving a
total of 6,807 volunteers. They
found that people taking
medications such as a
narcolepsy drug had some relief
from their fatigue, but that
regular exercise was significantly
more effective.
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The researchers noted that
people suffering fatigue may
assume that physical activity will
reduce their energy, but they
pointed out studies showing that
exercise raises levels of
neurotransmitters that elevate
mood and promote energy.

walking, jogging or swimming is
aerobic exercise. Scientists
have found that a hard work-out
improves the rate of memory
recall and releases feel-good
hormones - endorphins - that
relax us as well as acting as a
tranquilliser and painkiller.

Aerobic exercise is as beneficial There is an added benefit for
for the brain as it is for the body. migraine sufferers as endorphins
decrease muscle tension, which
accomplishment and Any physical
is thought to be a precursor to
your self-esteem will activity that
the problem.
improve
keeps the
♦ It’s addictive! Once

you start exercising
and eating healthily
you won’t want to
stop
♦ Not only will you
become physically fit,
but also mentally
alert
♦ It may even improve
your love life!

heart pumping
at elevated
levels for 12 to
30 minutes,
such as

Exercise may even boost brain
size as it is thought that aerobic
exercise increases the amount
of capillaries around the neurons
in the brain, allowing more
nutrient and oxygen
rich blood to reach
it.

You are advised to consult your doctor
before starting an exercise program.

Production of
adrenaline is also
increased by
exercise, which
lubricates the brain’s
mechanism for
coping with stress.
Benefits of
exercising are lost
when we stop so try
to fit a long-term
exercise programme
into your day.
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Sir Richard Branson will launch as heart disease, spinal cord
his most controversial business injuries, Parkinson’s disease and
Alzheimer’s.
to date as he moves into stemcell storage and the biotech
Public cord storage is becoming
sector.
more common, particularly in the
U.S., but there is also a growing
The Virgin branded company is
private industry taking advantage
expected to offer parents the
chance to put the umbilical blood of of the promise of these cures.
However, the industry is extremely
their newborn children into cold
controversial because the chances
storage. Scientists believe that
of developing a disease that stem
future advances in medical
cells can cure is small, while the
technology will use stem cells to
cure diseases such as Alzheimer’s, new cures may never materialize.
stroke and cancer. The move into Some anti-abortion groups believe
that any use of stem
stem-cell storage is
cells will lead to human
part of a strategy that
Sir Richard
cloning.
Branson is
Branson to
developing to invest
Private storage of stem
launch Virgin
in technologies of the
cells is unlawful in
future.
branded stem cell France and Italy and is
by the
Stem-cell storage
storage facility opposed
European Group on
works by saving
human blood from the placenta or Ethics in Science and New
Technologies, which is a Euroumbilical cord after birth. This
Commission body.
blood is rich in haematopoietic
stem cells, which are capable of
This has not stopped more than
adapting in the body and replacing 11,000 families in the UK using
damaged or diseased cells. Stem stem-cell storage facilities. The
cells taken from umbilical blood at services typically cost about
birth have a much higher chance of £1,500 for collection of the blood
being supported by the body than and about £100 a year for cold
healthy cells imported from another storage. A number of celebrity
donor. This type of treatment has parents are reported to have used
been used for many years in bone these services including Thierry
marrow transplants for leukaemia Henry, the Arsenal footballer, and
sufferers, but scientists believe that Darcey Bussell, the dancer.
medical advances will use stem
cells to cure other cancers, as well The Times, January 2007
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Hughes Syndrome (known
medically as the antiphospholipid
syndrome) is an autoimmune
disease that makes the blood more
sticky or thick and, therefore, more
prone to clotting in both the veins
and arteries. Lack of awareness of
this condition means it is often
missed or overlooked.
Hughes Syndrome can affect old
and young, men and
women alike and is
found in all countries.
We do not yet know
what causes it but
there is gathering
evidence that there is
a genetic link.
Current research
shows Hughes
Syndrome may be
responsible for a
fifth of strokes
under the age of
45 and a fifth of
cases of deep
vein thrombosis. It
also is a major cause of
recurrent miscarriage. The condition
can also mimic multiple sclerosis,
Alzheimer’s and is linked to migraine
and headaches. If left untreated
Hughes Syndrome can kill.
There are two relatively simple blood
tests for antiphospholipid syndrome
(APS):
♦ anticardiolipin blood test- aCL
♦ lupus anticoagulant blood test LA
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These tests should be available from
your doctor and are carried out in
most hospital laboratories
throughout the world. Two separate
tests are needed as not all patients
with Hughes Syndrome are positive
for both; indeed, we now recognise
that some individuals with the
syndrome can have both tests
negative. However, at the present
time, nobody knows how common
‘sero-negative’ APS is.
The brain is
particularly
susceptible to the
affects of sticky
blood and these can
manifest themselves
as the milder
symptoms of
headaches, migraines,
memory loss and
giddiness through to the
severe effects of
seizures, TIAs and
strokes. A clot in a brain
artery can result in a
stroke and this is one of the
most serious complications
of Hughes Syndrome. However,
once diagnosed, effective
anticoagulation therapy should mean
that no further clots should occur.
For more information visit
www.hughes-syndrome.org or
contact the Hughes Syndrome
Foundation, Louise Coote Lupus
Unit, Gassiot House, St Thomas’
Hospital, London, SE1 7EH,
telephone 0207 188 8217.
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Is the planned computerisation of
NHS patient records helpful or
harmful?

Different Strokes
procedures
In time, you will be able to access the
summary element of your Care Record
and add basic information you would
like to share.

Over the next few years, the NHS will
be introducing a new service which will
allow patients’ NHS health care records Examples you might like to include are:
to be stored on computers. They will be ♦ Patient gets tired easily and requires
available to health professionals
an appointment at the start of clinic.
providing care to a patient anywhere in
England and will be known as The NHS ♦ Patient has aphasia but understands
what is being said and likes to be
Care Records Service.
included in the conversation.
Instead of your GP and local hospital
In the case of children, the GP will
having two sets of patient records, there
decide when a child is competent to
will be one linked Care Record for you
manage their own records, which can
on computer which the people treating
happen from the age of 12.
you can share. Those giving you care
will have a more complete picture of
What about patient confidentiality?
your health care.
To protect patient confidentiality, NHS
Summary information such
staff will need both a
as your contact details,
Computerisation smartcard and a passcode
current prescriptions,
to access the NHS Care
of NHS Records Records Service by
allergies, and any bad
reactions to medication, will
computer. They will only see
be available to any health professional information relevant to their role and
in England who treats you.
only if they are involved in your care.
Patients will eventually be able to
More detailed information, including
request that sensitive information is
treatments or operations you have had,
kept confidential. If you have concerns
will be shared between your GP and
now, you will be able to ask that your
other health providers in your region,
NHS Care Record is not shared more
which may include local hospitals and
widely than at present.
clinics. The system will be piloted in
2007 and rolled out over the next few
Exceptionally, NHS may need to access
years.
a patient’s information outside the
normal rules. This will trigger an alert to
What are the advantages?
a privacy officer who will take action,
It could bring considerable benefits for
which may include notifying the patient.
families of disabled children including:
The NHS Care Record Guarantee
♦ Patients not having to repeat their
story to different health professionals outlines in more detail the rules that will
govern access to patients’ medical
♦ Fewer wasted appointments
information and can be downloaded
because of mislaid medical records
from the internet at
♦ Speedier delivery of results from
www.connectingforhealth.nhs.uk/crdb/
tests and other diagnostic
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exhausted at times with a young
baby, toddler and child.
Notwithstanding this observation, it
is probably wise to get a simple
blood test of your thyroid which can
be underactive and cause
tiredness, but readily treated.

My husband had an AVM
causing a haemorrhage
in June. Embolisation did
not work so it has been
recommended that he
undergoes
stereotactic
radiosurgery at
Sheffield. Please
could you explain
this process?

Ask the Expert

I had my stroke 18 months ago
and I am currently 6 months
pregnant. I am totally and
utterly exhausted some days
and desperately thirsty. I am
having diabetes investigations,
but so far they are all showing
up as negative. I am so
shattered that some days I can
barely get up off the sofa, and I
have become clumsier and drop
things. My writing was
improving, but now is very bad
again and I have a much more
pronounced limp than
this time last year.
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I have seen my obstetrics
consultant today and he
said that it's normal, but
he admits he has little
Stereotactic
experience of pregnant
Pankaj Sharma
radiosurgery
ladies who have had a
Neurologist/Stroke Expert involves the
stroke. Is this to be
delivery of a single
expected?
high dose, or occasionally,
Congratulations on your pregnancy. multiple doses, of radiation
Almost all women will report
beams that converge on a
tiredness during their pregnancy
specific targeted area in the
and your obstetrics consultant is
brain at the site of the AVM.
quite correct is saying that this is
The head will need to be kept very
normal. However, in addition to
still and often a helmet is worn in
pregnancy causing tiredness, stroke order to ensure this, as well as
in itself is also a well recognized
allowing the AVM location to be
cause. The fact that you have two
identified very carefully. It would be
causes of tiredness can clearly
expected that the AVM would
compound the symptoms. You will gradually shrivel over the course of
need to bear in mind that even after some time which could be months
delivery a new mother can feel
or occasionally years.
Get the answers to your questions from our panel of experts
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Delta Streete
Alternative Therapies

I am 43 yrs old, and had
my stroke at birth. Since
my early twenties my
health has deteriorated.
It seems as I get older,
the frequency of bugs
and viruses is rapidly
increasing, I'm feeling
pretty fed up, and have
no energy. Are there
any supplements or
homeopathic remedies
that would help?

As a Stroke survivor
from an early age,
counteracting some
effects of our natural
aging process by safeguarding our health can
become invaluable.
Generally it’s advisable
to take a good quality
multi-vitamin, however
tailor made nutrition
recommendations from
a qualified Nutritionist
can assist in meeting
your immediate health
concerns and in give
steady long-term
solutions. Helios

Homeopathic Pharmacy
(01892 537254/
538400) offer a basic
first aid kit, which may
provide homeopathic
relief of your systems.
However the ongoing
support of a competent
Homeopath could see
you benefiting from a
cure to underlying
factors triggering your ill
health. Diversifying
your regular exercise
programme such as
adding a weekly Tai Chi
or Yoga class and
establishing a pattern of
receiving bodywork
treatment such as
Reflexology, Shiatsu
Massage etc. could also
help maintain your
optimum levels of
health.
To find a qualified
practitioner in your local
area contact:
British Homeopathic Assn
www.trusthomeopathy.org
0870 444 3950
Homeopathic Medical Assn
www.the-hma.org
01474 560336
Nutritional Society
www.nutritionsociety.org
0207 602 0228
Association of
Reflexologists
www.aor.org.uk
0870 567 3320
Shiatsu Society (UK)
www.shiatsu.org
01788 555052

Jon Graham
Physiotherapist

I find that the toes
of my affected foot
catch on the ground
and sometimes
make me trip. I have
been told that I have
a ‘dropped foot’.
What is
this and
can it be
helped?

Q&

The muscles that
help lift your foot at
the ankle are often
weakened following a
stroke causing the
foot to ‘drop’ (floppy
foot).
In some individuals,
the muscles in their
calf can get very tight
which forces the foot
to point down (spastic
foot/ ankle).
A plastic ankle splint
(Ankle Foot Orthosis/

Get the answers to your questions from our panel of experts
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Other special devices
can help. The FootUp uses an ankle
strap and a piece of
strong elastic fixed
under the
shoe laces to
lift the foot
more
naturally.

&A

www.technologyinmotion.
com

The Odstock DropFoot Stimulator uses
a discreet electrical
muscle stimulator
triggered by a small
switch under the
user’s heel to activate
and potentially
strengthen the weak
foot-lifting muscles.
www.odstockmedical.
com

Berry Beaumont
General Practitioner

I have problems
getting to sleep at
night because my
legs seem to be
moving all the time
making it difficult to
get comfortable. This
is something new for
me and has only
been happening for
the past couple of
weeks. Any ideas
would be welcome.
Your description
sounds like ‘restless
legs’ syndrome, which
affects around 5% of
people, particularly
older people. It is not
more common in
people who have had a
stroke, and actually in
most people we don’t
know what causes it.
It’s worth asking your
GP to check your iron
levels and your kidney
function, as anaemia

or kidney disorders
could cause this
problem. It might also
be a side effect of
medication you are
taking so ask your GP
about that too.
There is no specific
treatment but general
measures to
improve sleep like
cutting down on
smoking, alcohol
and caffeine, and
taking some
exercise every day
may help. If the
symptoms are
really troublesome
there is medication
that might be
helpful, most
commonly
dopamine-type
drugs (which are
also used to treat
Parkinson’s
disease) but other
drugs can also be
tried.

Ask the Expert

AFO) can help keep
your ankle at the
correct angle so that
the foot does not
catch on the ground.
The thickness and
hence strength of the
AFO depends on
whether the foot is
floppy or spastic.
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There is a support
group for restless legs
sufferers, which has
useful additional
information.
www.ekbom.org.uk

Email editor@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the cover
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how you feel. However, the dose
I saw my doctor as I have been
may be reduced gradually as
having severe stabbing
symptoms resolve, and may even
headaches. He diagnosed
be stopped. After this there is
trigeminal neuralgia and said
often a period when pains do
that it can happen to stroke
not occur for some time
survivors. He prescribed
(remission), but, in some
Tegretol, which is an
cases, the pains can return
epilepsy drug. Could you
and treatment may then need
explain this choice of
to be restarted. There can be
medication?
side-effects whilst taking
Trigeminal neuralgia is a
Carbamazepine (Tegretol);
condition that usually
Wajid Qureshi
causes severe pains coming Pharmacist these are more likely if
higher doses are needed,
from one or more branches
but
sometimes
low doses can
of the nerves called trigeminal
cause
side-effects
in some people.
nerve. Treatment with a medicine
Read
the
medicine
information
called Carbamazepine (Tegretol)
leaflet
and
discuss
any
concerns
usually works well to stop the
with
your
doctor
or
pharmacist.
pains. Carbamazepine (Tegretol)
is classed as an anticonvulsant
The most common side effects
medicine and is normally used to
include: drowsiness, feeling sick,
treat epilepsy, however Trigeminal
tiredness, and dizziness. Quite
neuralgia is not epilepsy. The
often these are temporary, so it is
effects of Carbamazepine
worth persisting with the medicine
(Tegretol) is to quieten nerve
if the pains ease and side-effects
impulses.
are not too bad. If you have
persistent side effects, you should
It normally eases symptoms within
discuss this with your
24 hours to two days. A
doctor.
low dose is usually
started and built up
Very rarely,
gradually until a dose is
Carbamazepine
reached that stops the pains. It
(Tegretol) can cause blood or liver
should then be taken regularly to
problems. Therefore, tell your
prevent pains from returning. The
doctor if you develop any of the
dose needed to control the pains
following whilst taking this
varies from person to person. Your medicine: fever, sore throat, mouth
doctor will decide how long you
ulcers, easy bruising, or a rash should take this medication, and
particularly of small purple spots.
depends on the symptoms and

Q&A

Email editor@differentstrokes.co.uk or write to the address on the cover
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These categories are listed on the
reverse of the NHS form (FP17) that
Patients receiving NHS dental
the patient signs on acceptance of a
treatment are entitled to full remission course of dental treatment.
of dental charges if they are entitled to
Disability Living Allowance does not,
or named on a valid NHS tax credit
exemption certificate, or they or their on its own, entitle a patient to help
with dental charges, however patients
partner receive:
on low incomes who are not
♦ Income Support
automatically entitled to remission
♦ Pension based guarantee credit
from NHS chargeable services may
be entitled to help with costs through
♦ Income-based Job Seeker’s
the NHS Low Income Scheme (LIS).
Allowance

Did you know….?

Different Strokes are looking for volunteers to do the British 10k London
Run on Sunday 1st July 2007 and have 3 remaining places available.
Registration forms are available from Different Strokes and should be completed
to secure your place in the run, then all you have to do is raise £250 (or more!) for
Different Strokes by asking your family, friends and colleagues to sponsor you.
Contact us by telephone, email or post if you would like an entry form.
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The Mind as Medicine

What if your mind’s eye could
take you to a place so peaceful
that the experience could ease
your pain or speed your recovery
from surgery? It’s not such a farfetched concept.
‘Guided imagery,’ a type of mindbody therapy that uses
visualised images to
communicate to the
housekeeping systems of the
body, is making its way into
traditional medical settings.
“People are now taking a very
serious look at it,” said David E.
Bresler, co-founder of the
Academy for Guided Imagery, in
Malibu, California, and author of
the book ‘Free Yourself from
Pain’. “There are a handful of
hospitals…that are starting to
implement these programs,” he
said.
Bresler, a traditionally trained
Ph.D. neuroscientist, first
became intrigued with alternative
methods of pain relief in the early
1970s, as founder and director of
the University of California Pain
Control Unit. Patients often used
vivid images to describe their
pain. One particular patient, a
psychiatrist with a painful rectal
carcinoma, suffered low back pain
that he said “felt like a dog chewing
on my spine.”
Bresler knew that when patients used
their imagination to go to a peaceful
place, it helped them to relax, so he
guided the agitated psychiatrist
through a relaxation exercise. When
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the man’s pain flared up, Bresler
instructed him to speak to the dog.
Would it let go of his spine? Then, an
astonishing thing happened – when
the dog let go to talk, the man’s pain
subsided.
Guided imagery has numerous
applications. Sports psychologists
use it to enhance athletes’ physical
performance. Cancer centres use it
to relieve patients’ pain and nausea.
Bresler said imagery is the language
of the autonomic nervous system, the
part of the nervous system that
regulates many involuntary body
functions, such as heart rate, blood
pressure and digestion. “So, when
you’re working with images, it’s really
a set of instructions to the system.”
The first step for a patient in any
guided-imagery session is to develop
a rapport with the guide who is
asking you to close your eyes and
relax. Once the patient is in a
relaxed state, the guide invites them
to imagine somewhere they would
feel calm, safe or joyful – the
mountains, the coast, a favourite
room in their home, or whatever.
They would be asked to describe
what they see, hear, smell, feel and
taste.
In a study, patients who participated
in guided imagery were better able to
perform activities of daily living and
had a great sense of being able to
manage their pain and other
symptoms. The pain did not change,
but the ability to cope with it
improved.
HealthDay News 5th January 2007
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Manage Stress—participating in
yoga, spending time with friends,
or doing other stress-relieving
activities can help preserve your
ability to remember and learn.

Eat a Brain-Healthy Diet—a
diet rich in omega-3 fatty acids
(commonly found in fish),
protein, antioxidants, fruits and
vegetables and vitamin B; low in
trans fats; and with an
appropriate level of
carbohydrates will help keep
your brain healthy.

Prevent Brain Injury—wearing
protective head gear and seat
belts can help you avoid
head injury, which has been
associated with an
increased risk of dementia.

Stay Mentally Active—activities
such as learning a new skill or
language, working on crossword
puzzles, taking classes, and
learning how to dance can help
challenge and maintain your
mental functioning.
Exercise Regularly—exercising
often can increase circulation,
improve coordination, and help
prevent conditions that increase
the risk of dementia such as
heart disease, stroke and
diabetes.
Stay Social—spending time
with friends, volunteering, and
travelling can keep your mind
active and healthy.
Get Plenty of Sleep—not
getting enough sleep can have a
negative impact on brain health.

Control Other Health
Conditions—maintaining a
healthy weight, exercising,
eating a well-balanced and
nutritious diet, and
controlling stress can help
reduce your risk of
diseases that affect your
brain, including diabetes,
heart disease, and
hypertension.
Avoid Unhealthy Habits—
smoking, heavy drinking
and use of recreational
drugs can increase the risk
of dementia and cognitive
decline.

Improving brain health

The Alliance for Aging
Research recommends
these 10 steps for improving
your brain health.

Consider Your Genes—if your
family history puts you at risk for
developing dementia, work with
your doctor to find ways to
maintain your brain health to
help avoid or slow the
progression of cognitive decline.
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Health & Nutrition

A good night’s sleep may be a
basic human need, but it’s
difficult to achieve, and having
too little sleep negatively affects
energy, memory, learning,
thinking, alertness, productivity,
creativity, safety, healthy,
longevity and quality of life.

A poor night’s sleep results in an
inadequate supply of the energy
carrying molecule adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) and an excess
of a fatigue signalling chemical,
adenosine.

Being deprived of sleep over a
long term carries sever health
Rapid-eye-movement (REM) risks including increased risk of
sleep is most important, most heart disease, higher fat storage,
an impaired immune system,
of which occurs towards the
harm to brain cells, faster ageing,
end of a period of sleep.
Without this, we lose what we impaired memory and depression.
have learnt the previous day, For a good night’s rest for the
as REM sleep transforms
brain avoid the following:
experience into long-term
Caffeine acts as a stimulant so
memory via bursts of high
frequency brainwaves at one- avoid it within six hours of going
to bed.
to-two-second intervals.
Memories are transported in Anxiety prevents restful sleep so
the form of neural patterns to if you have something on your
the hippocampus and brain
mind, empty your head by jotting
chemicals used the previous them down on paper.
day are replaced.
Alcohol reduces the amount of

Loss of sleep of
as little as an
hour for two or
three
consecutive
nights may result
in increased levels of
cortisol and
decreased levels of
growth hormones
and prolactin, the
opposite of changes
that should occur
during sleep.

REM sleep leaving us
less rested in the
morning, so try to
avoid it before sleep.
Strong smells such
as perfume can
disturb sleep.
Milk products contain
L-tryptophan, an
amino acid which is a
precursor of the sleep
inducing hormones
melatonin and
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serotonin, so a drink of warm milk vegetables, grains and fruits help
to produce serotonin, which
will act as an aid to sleep.
creates a sense of satiety and
Brain Food
Eating is all about creating a
balance between chemicals that
trigger hunger, and those that
make you feel satisfied in an area
of the brain called the
hypothalamus.
To nourish the brain choose your
food carefully:
Don’t skip breakfast, as you’ll end
up making errors. Eating
relaxation.
breakfast also kick-starts the
metabolism and gives you energy Protein from meat and products
such as tofu helps to increase
for the day ahead.
alertness and memory
An increase in the intake of
Omega-3 may help with the
prevention and treatment of
depression, ADHD, alcoholism,
and Alzheimer’s. This can be
found in fish, avocado and
linseeds.
Eat the protein first so that the
L‑tyrosine acts on your brain to
increase alertness, followed by
Include some good fats in dairy,
the carbohydrates to avoid feeling
meat and vegetable oils but avoid sleepy.
hydrogenated fats such as those
Eating chocolate can improve
in biscuits and crisps. Fat is an
essential nutrient, but as we know, your mood. Chocolate with at
can lead to increased cholesterol least 70% cocoa solids is best,
levels. Lack of fat can lead to
but be aware that it is high in fat
advanced ageing.
and sugar so as always,
Complex carbohydrates such as
moderation is the key!
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Anglia
Area

Contact

Telephone No.

Regional
Coordinator

Mike Ripley

0120 624 1100

Cambridge

Anne Diggins

01223 893166

Colchester

Jim Shield

0137 657 1171

Kings Lynn

Jane Gledhill

01553 673531

E-Mail
mike@
differentstrokes.co.uk
cambridge@
differentstrokes.co.uk
colchester@
differentstrokes.co.uk
kingslynn@
differentstrokes.co.uk

Central
Area

Contact

Telephone No.

Coventry

Irene Shannon

024 7660 1628

Milton
Keynes

Val Price

01908 610752

Northampton

Martin & Una
Hulbert

07851 830242

E-Mail
coventry@
differentstrokes.co.uk
miltonkeynes@
differentstrokes.co.uk
northampton@
differentstrokes.co.uk

Greater London
Area

Contact

Telephone No.

Regional
Coordinator

Jeffy Wong

020 7924 9775

Romford

Kim Tyler

01708 766211

London
Central

Virgie Canada &
Mala Fernando

07932 461 586

London East

Steve George

020 8491 7693

London North

John Murray

020 8340 4359

Middlesex

Gerrie Norcross

020 8361 0247

E-Mail
jeffy@
differentstrokes.co.uk
romford@
differentstrokes.co.uk
londoncentral@
differentstrokes.co.uk
londoneast@
differentstrokes.co.uk
londonnorth@
differentstrokes.co.uk
middlesex@
differentstrokes.co.uk
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North East
Area

Contact

Telephone No.

E-Mail

Regional
Coordinator

Arthur Cookson

0191 271 3141

arthur@
differentstrokes.co.uk

Blyth Valley

Emma Smart

0800 531144

Bradford

Jan Bloor

0127 449 5442

Leeds

Linda McLean

0113 225 4744

Newcastle

Anthony McGhee

0191 425 3848

Sheffield

Alan King and
Kevin Duckworth

07963 495558

South of
Tyne

Anthony McGhee

0191 425 3848

Area

Contact

Telephone No.

Regional
Coordinator

Denise Morrice

01325 287296

Bury

Gill Pearl

01706 825802

Kendall

Jackie Langman

01539 446366

Manchester

Denise Morrice

01325 287296

blyth@
differentstrokes.co.uk
bradford@
differentstrokes.co.uk
leeds@
differentstrokes.co.uk
newcastle@
differentstrokes.co.uk
sheffield@
differentstrokes.co.uk
southoftyne@
differentstrokes.co.uk

North West
E-Mail
denise@
differentstrokes.co.uk
bury@
differentstrokes.co.uk
kendall@
differentstrokes.co.uk
manchester@
differentstrokes.co.uk

Northern Ireland
Area
Regional
Coordinator
Regional
Coordinator
Belfast

Contact

Telephone No.

Gary McCann

02838 326540

Jessica Perry

07890 288604

Jessica Perry

07890 288604

E-Mail
gary@
differentstrokes.co.uk
jessica@
differentstrokes.co.uk
jessica@
differentstrokes.co.uk
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South East
Area

Contact

Telephone No.

Regional
Coordinator

Dawn Dixon

07944 345683

Banbury

Sue Lovelock

01295 750344

Maidenhead

Kevin Johnson

07876 586445

Redhill

Arthur Spence

01737 241467

Southend

Russell Holt

0170 254 0008

Sussex West

Gordon Smith

01903 740055

Windsor

Kevin Johnson

07876 586445

Woking

Edna & David
Balcombe

01798 345135

Wycombe

Tony Grass

0149 472 8537

Area

Contact

Telephone No.

Ayrshire

Diane Carlin

01560 485114

Edinburgh

Shirley Kelly

0131 476 6195

Forth Valley

Jo-an Graham

01259 723095

Glasgow

Kathleen Molloy

0141 569 3200

Lomond

Aileen Murdoch

01389 763851

Moray

Diane Ford

01542 810268

NE Scotland

Angie Hilton

01464 851252

E-Mail
dawn@
differentstrokes.co.uk
banbury@
differentstrokes.co.uk
maidenhead@
differentstrokes.co.uk
redhill@
differentstrokes.co.uk
southend@
differentstrokes.co.uk
sussexwest@
differentstrokes.co.uk
windsor@
differentstrokes.co.uk
woking@
differentstrokes.co.uk
wycombe@
differentstrokes.co.uk

Scotland
E-Mail
ayrshire@
differentstrokes.co.uk
edinburgh@
differentstrokes.co.uk
forthvalley@
differentstrokes.co.uk
glasgow@
differentstrokes.co.uk
lomond@
differentstrokes.co.uk
moray@
differentstrokes.co.uk
nescotland@
differentstrokes.co.uk
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South West
Area

Contact

Telephone No.

E-Mail

Regional
Coordinator

Carl Martin

01460 57094

Bath

Helen Tate

01225 424978

Bristol

Geraldine Lambert

01454 881042

Isle of Wight

Geoff Hemmett

01983 527306

North
Somerset

Bob Watson

01275 844607

Plymouth

Bob Watson

01275 844607

Portsmouth

Steve Toms

023 9225 1204

Swindon

Fiona Cheney

01672 540079

Warminster

Kerry Eatwell

01373 823221

Area

Contact

Telephone No.

E-Mail

Regional
Coordinator

Diane Parrish

01686 420365

diane@
differentstrokes.co.uk

07745 853870

aberystwyth@
differentstrokes.co.uk

carl@
differentstrokes.co.uk
bath@
differentstrokes.co.uk
bristol@
differentstrokes.co.uk
IsleOfWight@
differentstrokes.co.uk
northsomerset@
differentstrokes.co.uk
plymouth@
differentstrokes.co.uk
portsmouth@
differentstrokes.co.uk
swindon@
differentstrokes.co.uk
warminster@
differentstrokes.co.uk

Wales

Aberystwyth Elizabeth Baggott
Newport

Louise Brown

07776 364719

newport@
differentstrokes.co.uk

Swansea

Bernadette Rosser

01792 201646

swansea@
differentstrokes.co.uk
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Life changed totally for 26 year
old James Gledhill when he was
playing a game of Sunday
League Football on 31 October
2004. He collapsed with what
was thought to be an asthma
attack, but in fact he had
suffered an acute stroke.
Over the past two
years James has
had speech,
physio and
occupational
therapy, and
rehabilitation with
the local primary
care trust and it
was this support
that has enabled
him to progress to
where he is today.

Different Strokes

primary school and receives several
hours of rehabilitative therapy.
Jane Gledhill contacted Different
Strokes to offer her help to get a
group started in the area—Kings
Lynn in Norfolk—to give younger
stroke survivors somewhere to
meet up to chat, share experiences
with other survivors, offer advice
and support and
realise that there
can be a life after
stroke for them.
Discussion groups
are also planned,
with experts offering
advice on health
matters and
concerns, weekly
exercise classes,
even cinema visits,
meals out and tenpin-bowling.

“At present he can
walk, albeit with a
Jane said “stroke
slight limp, his right
survivors need
hand is still quite
Jane Gledhill with son James support to be able
useless, but his
to get on with their
and friend Barbara
speech has
lives, get back into
improved enough
work,
recommence
driving and start
for him to get by.” said James’
enjoying
life.
By
talking
to each
Mum, Jane Gledhill.
other they can reinforce their
Before his stroke, James was
confidence and hopefully be able to
working as a full time clerk for an
laugh again.“
insurance company. He is still with
Any interested stroke survivors in
the firm, but now working 12 hours
the area (partners/carers welcome
per week giving Internet motor
too) can contact Jane by e-mail to
insurance quotes.
He also does voluntary work one
morning each week at a local

kingslynn@differentstrokes.co.uk or
by phoning 01553 673531.

